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Name of Activity: Egg Hunting
Target learners: 3rd graders
Time required: 40 minutes
Aims
1.Students will work as teams.
2.Students will unscramble the target vocabulary.
3.Students will make sentences out of the target vocabulary.
Materials required & pre-lesson preparation
Materials Required:
1.several hollow plastic eggs
2.scrambled letters of the target vocabulary
3.several markers
4.several posters
Pre-lesson Preparation
1.Put the scrambled letters into the eggs.
2.Hide the eggs, but keep a secret note about where the eggs are.
In class procedure
1.Explain the “Egg Hunting” activity.
2.Set up the rules.
a.No running.
b.No pushing.
c.No screaming. (Use an indoor voice even if they go outside for Egg Hunting.)
d.Return to classroom after they get 2 eggs.
e.Teamwork counts.
f.They can check the textbook if needed.
3.Students go egg hunting. Teacher may give hints if necessary.
4.Students unscramble the letters inside the eggs, and write them down in their poster. Teacher
may give hints if necessary.
5.Students make sentences out of the vocabulary. (The sentence must be longer than 5 words.)
and write the sentences down on their poster.
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6.Students show their vocabulary to the class, and read aloud their sentences.
7.Have the rest of the groups check if the vocabulary and the sentences are correct, in spelling
and in grammar. Ask the other groups for correction if there are any mistakes.
Follow up
Assignment
1.Have each student choose a sentence they like and copy it down in their notebook.
2.Ask them to draw a picture base on the sentence they pick.
Next Class
1.Have students to check the sentences and pictures with their partners.
2.Read aloud the sentences for 3 times.
3.Still work in partners. Ask if they can make more other sentences out of their pictures.
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